REVISION SHEET FOR.CLASS 11
BUSINESS STUDIES
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In which form of public sector enterprise, private individuals can also become shareholders?
What is meant by Public Private Partnership?
Why MNC, are in a position to exercise massive control on the world economy?
One of the types of Public Enterprise which have not been constituted as autonomous and independent
institutions and as such not independent legal entities. They act through the officers of the Government and its
employees are Government employees.
i.
Name the form of organisation mentioned in the above statement.
ii.
Explain 4 limitations of such form of organisation.
Discuss the rationale for giving dominant role to Public Sector.
Explain 3 merits and 3 demerits of Government companies.
What is Demand Draft?
What are the various ways through which E-banking can be done?
Explain the various types of Life Insurance Policies and also state why it is useful?
Distinguish between Fire Insurance and Marine Insurance.
Discuss the various functions of warehouse.
Commercial Banks provides various support to Public & Other organisation. Discuss the functions of
Commercial Banks.
Why is India a preferred destination for BPO?
Which method of payment is most used for making online transactions?
Discuss the benefits of emerging mode of business in which a company contracts out some of its activities to a
third party. Also explain the threats associated with it.
Distinguish between BPO & KPO.
Differentiate between E-business and Traditional Business.
‘E-business offers numerous benefits’. Justify your answer by giving suitable reasons.
When does a public limited company issue statement in lieu of prospectus?
Distinguish between MOA and AOA.
The document which might be adopted by a Public Limited Company instead of AOA.
State the important privileges available to private company as compared to other types of organisation.
Brief explain the term:
(i) Minimum Subscription, (ii) Allotment of Shares, (iii) Underwriting of shares,
(iv) Prospectus.
Distinguish between Private Ltd. Company & Public Ltd. Co.
List the documents required for the incorporation of a company.

